Discover Brisbane’s best tours...

FROM $99

Story Bridge Adventure Climb
The Story Bridge Adventure Climb is one of Brisbane's most famous tourist sights and is a memorable way to view the river and the city. A 360 degree view of the city and surrounding mountains.
Inclusions:
- Story Bridge Climb ticket
- Morning tea and buffet lunch
- Guided tour of kangaroo habitat

FROM $49

Riverlife - Stand Up Paddle Boarding
Experience the exciting Paddle Boarding adventure. Riverlife offers a wide range of courses to suit all skill levels. The course allows you to enjoy paddling with bubbling white water. It’s a fun, relaxing and exhilarating experience with stunning river views.
Inclusions:
- Safety briefing and equipment
- Paddle Boarding
- Morning tea and buffet lunch

Kookaburra River Queens Cruise
Enjoy a cruise around the more remote reaching of the Kookaburra River. Cruise past a variety of wildlife, explore different suburbs, bear river life as you enjoy a unique city night by night.
Inclusions:
- Buffet dinner and 3 course meal
- Vessel seating throughout
- 3 course dinner with choice of 3 main courses

FROM $99

Australia Zoo Croc Express Tour
Undersea, a thrilling flight of fancy... at Australia Zoo. This guided tour takes you behind the scenes of our croc conservation efforts. Enjoy a thrilling walk through the trademark Crocodile Rock around the Crocoseum with a guide and take the opportunity to see crocs up close.
Inclusions:
- Private tour at the Zoo
- Return coach transfers to North Brisbane
- Pick-up and transfer to the Crocoseum

FROM $42

Cruise the Broadwater to Moreton Island
Experience a fantastic five and a half hour cruise to Moreton Island! Enjoy an exciting trip to the island observing marine life,有机会在活动的海岛与海豚互动，以及欣赏美丽的海岛风光。
Inclusions:
- Boarding at the Scout Camp Wharf
- Buffet lunch and morning tea
- Guided tour to the Magnetic Island
- Pick-up and transfer to the Crocoseum

FROM $32

Dolphin Wild Island Cruises
Discover the magic of Moreton Island as you enjoy our fully guided, eco-friendly tour. Experience a true connection with nature as you mingle with bottlenose dolphins.
Inclusions:
- Boarding at the Scout Camp Wharf
- Buffet lunch and morning tea
- Guided tour to the Magnetic Island
- Pick-up and transfer to the Crocoseum

FROM $30

Brisbane Whale Watching
Join the cruise to see the amazing displays of our sea creatures as they migrate from the cooler Antarctic waters to warmer waters for the winter. Tours depart daily from River CityCat service.
Inclusions:
- Buffet breakfast
- Transfers
- Lunch served

FROM $25

River City Cruises
Enjoy the scenery while you cruise past the iconic landmarks of Brisbane and cruise past the iconic landmarks of Brisbane and witness iconic landmarks, including South Bank Parklands. A great way to enjoy the city.
Inclusions:
- Buffet breakfast
- Transfers
- Lunch served

FROM $25

Ghost Tours
Ghost Tours combines a mixture of true facts with seances. Enjoy the account of everything from unexplained events to the history of various ghosts seen on the tour.
Inclusions:
- Buffet breakfast
- Transfers
- Lunch served